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In 2013 the new pop up bar culture started to emerge in Perth.
Several of our clients around this time approached ELA  
requesting them to build Pop up activations for their events.

In response to this ELA immediately 
commenced production on various styles 
of pop up furniture and began to not only 
supply the infrastructure but also design, 
site manage and build the creative
space for our clients.

ELA have transformed inner city laneways 
into opulent gardens, a warehouse on 
the wharf in Fremantle into a nautical  
themed pop up bar, the sandy beach 
on Rottnest Island into a comfortable 
relaxing chill out area and the grass on 
Scarborough beach into an award winning 
Fringe Festival site. No matter what site 
or theme, ELA will transform the area into 
whatever oasis our client desires.

Construction
All our furniture is constructed from new 
pallets and finished with the premium 
Australian hardwood timber known as 
Tasmanian oak and then sealed with a 
marine grade sealant which sets it apart 
from our competitor’s furniture. All of 
our furniture matches each other and is 
created depending on its unique purpose. 

Pricing
The prices listed on this brochure are a 
guide for each item only for a one day 
hire. Depending on the length of the hire 
and the number of items you choose a 
discount is given to the overall price. 
Alternatively contact us with your budget 
and we can put a package together 
to suit your needs. In addition to this 
should you require styling and staff to 
set up the furniture in your event this 
can be arranged at an additional cost.



Products Available

Cushion Bench Sets

Our cushion bench sets are designed for  
4 people to be comfortably seated at each 
set or alternatively can be linked together 
to create booth seating. Each set comes 
with two bench seats and a coffee style 
table. The tables and cushion bench seats 
can be hired separately or as a set.

Set: $200

Cushion seats: $60 
Ranges from: 1000 – 1200 Long x 550 Wide

Coffee Table: $80 
1200 x 1000 x 400 High

12 sets available

Pallet High Table Sets

Our pallet high tables allow 6 people to 
stand around while enjoying a refreshing 
beverage. Each piece has a hole in the 
centre to allow your sponsors to place 
their umbrella or alternatively we can hire 
them to you. 

Table: $100 
1250 x 530 x 1200 high

20 sets available

Stool Table Set

Our pallet stool tables are identical to 
our pallet high tables however they are 
slightly lower to suit their matching 
stool. The tables and stools can be hired 
individually or as a set.

Set: $200

Table: $100 
1070 x 520 x 1040 high

Stool: $25

20 sets available
80 stools

Keg Sets

The keg sets feature a pallet table identical 
our high table range however slightly 
lower and matched with the 6 keg stools 
to each set. They are very popular for craft 
beer events and our clients like them for 
the ease of moving the tables together to 
create seating for larger groups. Should 
the keg look not be exactly what you are 
after then the tables are regularly hired 
separately and are perfectly matched to a 
low tolix style stool.

Set: $250

Table: $100 
1160 x 580 x 800 high

Keg seat: $25

20 sets available
60 keg seats



Products Available

Picnic Tables 

Our pine picnic tables come in two sizes 
both seating 8 people in total. The long 
table’s seat 4 people each side and square 
tables seat 2 people on each of the 4 sides. 

Set: $150  

Long: 2100 x 600 x 800 high 
Square: 1200 x 830 x 800 high

20 sets available of each 

ICB Tables

Our ICB tables will add a splash of colour 
to your pop up event. With 7 colours to 
choose from and allowing 8 people to 
comfortably stand around them they  
are a must have at any event.

$150 each 
1200 x 1000 x 1200 high

7 available in different colours

Original Series 

The original series sets consist of a table 
and two bench seats. 

$100 per set

10 seats & 5 tables available

Milk Crate Sets

Our milk crate sets are very popular as 
they are easy to move around allowing your 
customers create their own space. 

Set: $30 
360 x 360 x 360 high

8 sets available (1x table,  4x seats)
 



Products Available

Bars

We have constructed pallet bar fronts 
inclusive of a serving shelf and a working 
shelf. They come in 2400 lengths and can 
be fixed together to construct any bar size 
you choose up to a 24m long bar.

$200 each 
2400 x 1200 high

Beverage shelf 270 x 1200

Work shelf 600 x 1200

10 available  (or 24 metres total)

 

Pallet Bar Fronts

Constructed from our ply pallet panels 
with a compressed 34mm ply shelf on top 
our pallet bar fronts can be built to any 
length required. Our white wash pallets 
are also very popular as a bar front under 
a white marquee. The white wash pallet 
fronts are also finished with a 34mm shelf 
on top.

$50 per meter including the service shelf 
on top of the pallet.

 



Products Available

Ply Backed Pallet Panels

The ply backed pallets are 
regularly used to cover refrigerated 
containers and temporary fencing 
or for creating back bars.

$20 per panel.
Panel 1200 x 1200


